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Domestic animals are one of the most important inventions of man. The special relationship between people and their domestic 
animals began about 15,000 BC. Domestic animals changed our world and formed our culture. In many generations a 

great diversity of animal breeds evolved. This is a unique cultural and historical treasure, which we want to preserve for future 
generations in our park. However, Ark Warder is more than a zoo it is a landscape park and furthermore a research project. 
Unfortunately this genetic variety, which arose out of thousands of years, is about to become extinct. Every month another rare 
animal breed vanishes from earth. At this rate, many breeds of old domestic animal are more endangered than some exotic 
wild species. Ark Warder, conveniently located in Northern Germany, with 40 hectares it is Europe’s largest center for rare 
and endangered domestic animal breeds. Through the park’s conservation efforts more than 1,200 animals from 86 different 
breeds are protected. In order to halt this alarming extinction, five principles guide the conservation efforts of Ark Warder: 1. 
Conservation through preservation - through this objective, valuable old breeds are maintained and population size is increased. 
2. Conservation through the establishment of satellite stations - with pastures distributed outside the park, Ark Warder ensures 
the protection of breeds against epidemics. These satellite pastures also allow us to increase the gene pool and utilize selected 
animals for agricultural purposes. 3. Conservation through education - we believe that by educating the general public the genetic 
diversity of domestic animals be saved. 4. Protection by networking with national and international institutions - In order to work 
successfully, Ark Warder needs a functioning network. 5. Protection through research - Ark Warder works in close collaboration 
with various institutions supporting projects on the physiological characteristics of old domestic animal breeds.
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